


5. **THE HUMAN KINGDOM**: Determiners.


7. **THE DREAM**: The process of life itself. Those things which prove to us our reality.

8. **RULES AND LAWS**: The rules we live by. Cause and effect. Our lessons learnt and to learn.

9. **DESIGN OF ENERGY**: The way we shape our life to make sure our view of life is proved to us.

10. **CONSCIOUSNESS**: The collective consciousness of humans on the planet.

11. **ALL STARS**: Consciousness of all the suns in the Universe.

12. **ALL PLANETS**: Consciousness of all the planets in the Universe.

13. **PLANT SPIRIT**: Consciousness of all the plants.

14. **ANIMAL SPIRIT**: The consciousness of all the animals.

15. **SOULS OF ALL HUMANS**: Consciousness of all the Humans.

16. **SACRED ANCESTORS**: Enlightened earthly ancestors (Akalohtahey).

17. **DREAM WEAVERS**: Consciousness of all weavers of reality and our life (Kachinahey).

18. **KARMA MASTERS**: Holders of the book of life and givers of our lessons (Chulamadahey).

19. **AVATARS**: Consciousness of the matrix of the energy of all things. Our High Self or Buddha nature (Hokkshidehey).

20. **GREAT MYSTERY**: Consciousness of all Creation.
In the beginning there were the two sides of the everything. Everything that was ‘up’ and everything that was ‘down’, everything that was ‘hot’ and again everything that was ‘cold’, everything that was ‘male’ and everything that was ‘female’, everything that was ‘dark’ and everything that was ‘light’.

And these two sides of everything came together and made love, and from their pleasure they created a child, the first born. And this child was the Sacred Sun.

ONE : THE SUN
The Sun sits in the East of this Wheel the place of fire, spirit and of male creation.

Then the two Great Parents made love again and again created a child, the second born, the Sacred Earth.

TWO : THE EARTH
The Earth sits in the west of the wheel the place of earth, the body and the seed womb of Female creation.

Then the two children, the Sun and the Earth made love and again a child was created. This was the third born, the Sacred Plants.

THREE : THE PLANTS
The Plants sit in the south of the wheel, the place of water and emotion.

Then the two children, the Sun and the Earth made love and again a child was created. This was the fourth born, the Sacred Animals.

FOUR : THE ANIMALS
The Animals sit in the north of the wheel, the place of air and the mind.

Then the two children, the Sun and the Earth made love and again a child was created. This was the fifth born, the Sacred Humans.

FIVE : THE HUMANS
The Humans sit just to the south of the centre of the wheel. A human being (a five) is a mortal being who physically dies and returns to spirit through the fire (one) to become an Ancestor.

SIX : THE ANCESTORS
Those who have lived are placed in the southeast of this wheel.

A human being (a five) is who lives on the Earth (two) is not living in the ultimate reality - even though it seems real it is in fact all a dream.

SEVEN : THE DREAM OF THIS REALITY
The world as we perceive it is placed in the southwest of the wheel.

A human being (a five) has to learn about their feelings and the journey of the heart in the place of water (three) so that they can learn the lessons they need to learn on this earth.

EIGHT : THE TEACHINGS OF THIS REALITY
What we have to learn about life during this incarnation, the pain and pleasure of learning about the way the world seems to be and actually is. This place sits in the Northwest of the circle.

NINE : THE MOVING ENERGY OF TRANSFORMATION
The world is organised and we organise the world, we are all in movement and so the energy of the design of movement sits in the Northeast of the Wheel.

A human being (five) who understands the dance of the deeper reality has true knowledge and true consciousness. They have become five plus five.

TEN : CONSCIOUSNESS
That which knows it knows. This is placed to the north of the centre of the wheel.

A star, a living ball of fire which has consciousness is part of the awareness of all of the countless number of Suns in the universe.

ELEVEN : SPIRIT OF ALL THE STARS
The Collective consciousness of all the Stars in the whole universe. The collectiveness of the Stars sits in the east of the wheel like the Sun.

When we add awareness (ten) to The Earth, we see that our home is just one of many planets who share the web of living awareness.

TWELVE : SPIRIT OF ALL PLANETS
The great collective consciousness of all the Planets which sit in the West of the Wheel like the Earth.

If we add consciousness (ten) to all the plants (three) we have the spirit awareness of all the plants alive upon the Earth.

THIRTEEN : SPIRIT OF ALL PLANTS
The Collective consciousness of all the Plants, the Grand mother of Plantness who sit in the south of the wheel with the Plants.
If we add consciousness (ten) to all the Animals (four) we have the aware spirit of all the Animals alive upon the Earth.

FOURTEEN: SPIRIT OF ALL ANIMALS
The collective consciousness of all the animals who sit in the north of the wheel with the Animals.

If we add consciousness (ten) to all the humans (five) we have the spirit of all humans.

FIFTEEN: SPIRIT OF ALL HUMANS
The great collective consciousness of all the humans who live, have lived and will live. The position of this is in the east of the centre of the wheel.

If we add consciousness (ten) to all the ancestors (six) we have the conscious ancestors, great teachers and the avatars such as Buddha, and Jesus. This is also the sitting place of the Spirit people such as the fairies, elves and other little people.

SIXTEEN: SPIRIT OF ALL ANCESTORS
The great avatars and ancestors of creation. Sharing the southeast place of the wheel like the ancestors.

If we add consciousness (ten) to the dream of the world (seven) we have the beings who spin the web of creation as we perceive it, the dream weavers of reality.

SEVENTEEN: THE WEAVERS OF THE DREAM
The beings who make the world the way it is, the Apus of mountains, the weavers of the thread of reality. They share the southwest position with the dream of reality.

If we add consciousness (ten) to lessons we need to learn in the world (eight), we get the beings who hold the awareness of our lessons, the Angels or spirit beings who guide us into our lessons to be leaned and keep our book of lives.

EIGHTEEN: KEEPERS OF THE BOOK OF LIFE
Those beings who help us to be born in just the right place so we can get all the lessons our soul needs in this life. They share the northwest position with the lessons we have to learn.

If we add consciousness (ten) to the energy which makes the dance of reality continue to unfold (nine), we find the beings who hold the awareness of the dance and who choreograph it into to being.

NINETEEN: DESIGNERS OF ENERGY
The pure energy of awareness that designs the wonderful creative web that is multiverse. The Christ energy which Jesus manifested, the Buddha nature of all beings. This power sits in the northeast of the Medicine Wheel.

If we add consciousness (ten) to consciousness (ten) we have the heart of the mystery, the supreme awareness that is the Creator, Grandfather and Grandmother.

TWENTY: THE GREAT MYSTERY
The beginning and the end, Alpha and Omega, the snake eating its own tail, the great totality. Number twenty sits to the west of the centre.